
Full Rise Scissor Lift Attachments

A scissor hoist, otherwise usually known as a table platform lift, is a work platform that is intended for carrying people or transporting 
loads of objects. When the crisscross supports underneath the platform draw together, it moves the hoist upwards. An operator controls 
the machinery and could raise the table hoist to different heights in order to complete a task. Scissor lifts utilize hydraulic, mechanical 
or pneumatic power to lengthen in height. These machinery were originally designed as an industrial lift. Now existing in various sizes 
and types, scissor hoists have been modified to suit wholesale and retail environments.

There are lots of advantages of utilizing scissor lifts like: they are uncomplicated to operate and move. Scissor lifts greatly lessen 
operator fatigue and hugely increase production efficiency. These platform lifts help operators get to heights which may otherwise be 
unreachable for the reason that larger units can lengthen to a maximum height of 62 feet or 18.8 meters. Scissor hoists reduce 
repetitive strain injury or also called RSI on the job location by allowing the operators to avoid the need to stretch and bend over 
repeatedly all through their day.

Extreme versatility is one more benefit to utilizing a scissor lift. This apparatus can either be stationary or mobile depending on the 
needs of the driver. There are several different scissor hoists using various means to power the platform lift including: mechanical, 
pneumatic or hydraulic lifts. Scissor platform lifts can have turntables included in order to allow the operator the capability to turn 
loads. This feature could lessen the chance of injuries from dealing with heavy loads and saves much time. Scissor hoists vary in base, 
platform size, vertical travel and height. They are capable of carrying various capacities from heavy to standard size cargo. These 
specifications enable companies to choose the best unit to suit their application.

One more fantastic feature that the scissor platform lift possesses is the capability to be fully retracted if it is not being used. They need 
really little stockroom space and could be stored in a corner of an office or warehouse due to their small size and retractability. Scissor 
platform lifts are even a safe option in view of the fact that the weight of the cargo being lifted is divided evenly because of the 
platform lift's vertical scissor motion under the flat platform. Another safety feature is the equipment tilting capability. Tilters can be 
utilized on the hoist to let the worker carefully place the product and next slide the merchandise off, thereby lessening injury risk from 
not having to raise heavy loads.

Numerous other companies have benefited greatly utilizing scissor hoists. These machinery help to lessen worker injury and strain 
while increasing overall production. Scissor platform lifts continue to develop with the ever changing needs of the market. There are 
now several more choices of features accessible, continually making the scissor lift a very helpful piece of equipment.

Scissor platform lifts can be used in the majority of warehouses and are utilize in a variety of companies. The mobile scissor platform 
lifts could travel over smooth surfaces as well as rough and bumpy applications. It is not unusual to see one operating on a film set as 
they have been adapted to easily tackle the tough terrain of building sites and the uneven ground often found in outside environments, 
making them a popular option for supporting the camera. 


